
Business in the Kingdom is Serving Others Not Gaining Wealth

(Summary points from Mike Parsons’ mentoring on 1-11-2021)1

• Many  Christians  tend  to  approach  business  for  a  soulish  perspective.  That  means  they  engage
business from their own governmental position and undertake it from their own understanding.

• In the big picture, making money in business has no eternal value (no Kingdom value).

• Business in the world sense is about making money which is the wrong perspective, because it’s role
should be to serve others.

• Whatever the type of business, it should be to bless others, even though they may pay for your goods
and services.

• Our attitude should be, “I’m investing in this business to bless people”. 

• The blessing is always more than the goods and services they’re purchasing.

• Business should be seen from a wellbeing perspective, not from a financial perspective.

• Finance controls the world system which is different to the Kingdom, because God didn’t create
finances to function in a garden environment. Activity was originally all concerned with covenant
blessing.

• Covenant is for mutual blessing, not benefiting one person more than another. The basis of covenant
is, “what’s mine is yours and what’s yours is mine”.

• Businesses  are  non-relational  because  they're  all  about  profit,  which  can  be  at  the  expense  of
relationship and serving.

• Mike hasn’t seen business platforms in Heaven or anything like it.

• Seeing some people as financial pillars of the Kingdom is an old way of thinking which we need to
get rid of.

• We need to know how to release the resources of Heaven and to use them for Kingdom purposes
which is to bless.

• Love must be at the heart of business.

• Our business attitude must be to serve clients not take their money.

• Money then is a side benefit, not the motivation.

• With that attitude you’ll treat people in your business differently. 

• Your employees are there to serve and bless others, they're not there to be exploited or to make
money for you.

• Kingdom is not business. Kingdom is government.

• We need to differentiate between what we do from an earthly perspective and what we do from a
heavenly governmental perspective.

• All business should run this way. There’s no need for them all to be Christian ministries.

• Running a business as a vocation, rather than a moneymaking enterprise, will change the way we
interact with people.

• People operate in mixture when they run a business in an earthly way and want Heaven’s release.
That’s a lack of purity.

• It’s up to each of us to evaluate and discern the motivation of a company we are dealing with to see if
it’s basis is profit or wellbeing.

1 – “Mystic Mentoring Monday 1st November 2021 UK”      www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbO3XsQxSHc  [1:02-15:45]
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• Our future as we operate in the Kingdom must be a wellbeing economy, not a financial one, to ensure
everyone is fulfilled and living a most happy and contented life.

• Whether  we’re  producing  or  serving  others,  everything  should  be  based  around  a  covenantal
perspective, not competition. 

• The competition business model produces conflict in society, as does trade wars between nations.

• Competition is a self-centred way of doing business because profit is the motivation, not service and
blessing.

• Running business without competition allows us to operate in tune with creation so we don’t treat it
badly.

• Kingdom doesn’t operate out of the Tree of Knowledge like the world does.

• Jesus demonstrated servant-hearted operation which reflects Father’s heart.

• Business could follow suit and pay every worker the same wage or salary.  Business would then
thrive because everyone felt valued and the finance attitudes would be on the right track.

• Businesses giving away more than they keep is also a Kingdom way of operating.

• Pyramid marketing doesn’t align with the Kingdom because individual returns are not equitable. The
motivation to operate in them is about being driven to sell, which is pressure, not rest.

• Businesses should sell to people what they need, not sell to make money when the buyer has no real
need for the product.

• It’s all about the heart.

• Business openers should serve their workers as well as their clients and customers.

• Workers’ attitudes needs to change from working so they can live, to serving the business owner and
the clients and customers. This should automatically flow out of our intimate relationship with the
trinity.

• We aren’t to go through the motions of working, but to do our best in love and relationship.

• We shouldn’t take advantage of people or of time, and honouring others correctly in how we do
things.

• Everything we do is for Father, so it should reflect his heart and attitudes.
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